
In regards to HB 1046 
 
Police give tickets instead of arrest all the time. Unfortunately it causes people to be able to continue to 
break the law until 2 thing happen: 
 
1. The person gets a build up of warrants and the price becomes to high for the person to pay.  

Example A 
This person would have to pay $2500 to the court for $540 original ticket price but with late fees 
$990 ticket prices. If you look at this court print out you will see these cases go back 7 years. This 
person has been driving illegally for 7 years and this is just one court. They have ore tickets in other 
jurisdictions as well. 
 

 
Example B 
 



 



 
2. The person keeps getting release and avoiding prosecution and many people think it is not a big issue 
lets just say on crimes as small as (DWLS) Driving while license suspended until some one gets hurt in a 
drunk driving case or perhaps killed like the guy who had 20 DWLS tickets in detroit and hit the young 
guy at 3 am and got out of the car and beat the boy to death. 
It happens all the time when the system does not do their job and arrest someone breaking the law they 
keep breaking the law. 
 
 
 
On HB 1047 
 
As a person who deals with these clients everyday the people who fail to appear on bench warrants 
know they are failing to appear. Most of the time they don’t have the money to pay for the tickets, or 
perhaps they have warrants in multiple jurisdictions that are more serious. I personally contact my 
clients by: Email, text messaging, we call them and they have the app in which they check in every 
Monday and Thursday to be updated of the next court date. Not to mention the court sends a letter as 
well a gives them a copy of the next court date when they get out of jail and the bond companies give 
paperwork with the court dates so please stop making excuses people know they have court and are 
willing to take the risk until it catches up with them. 
 
 
I ask you to please contact me before you vote to pass this bill you are only getting one side of the story 
and you need more of the facts. My information is in this email. Thank you K. Banks 
 
 


